FESTIVAL PORTA-JAZZ 2021
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Da Janela Saem Pássaros “From the window fly out birds” is the motto for the
eleventh Porta-Jazz Festival.
A motto which is a faithful portrait of the Association faced with the contingencies
provoked by the pandemic which has ravaged us, but which also serves to synthesize the principle hidden behind a fruitful work going back more than a decade,
which has left its mark on the city’s creative fabric and decidedly contributed to its
international recognition.
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“From the window fly out birds” because, in a year when art was locked down and
almost all live music was suspended, trying to replace the warmth of presence with
the impersonal distance of “Live-streams”, Porta-Jazz turned these limitations into
its strength. Inviting 39 musicians to turn their homes into a studio, to release the
album “De Porta Aberta”, keeping up the regular release of records which has been
its trademark, and which in 2020 produces eleven beautiful albums. Stimulating
the community spirit that moves it, with the building of a tent in the backyard of its
headquarters, with the help of tens of musicians, and which would guarantee the
regularity of shows promoted by the association, this time in the open air and with
total respect for current health and safety regulations and establishing new
partnerships, to keep its musicians and technicians active, generate new work
opportunities which would boost artistic motivation for their projects and its
mission in the training and creation of loyalty in audiences.
Because this is how Jazz should be lived.
Promoting bridges between art and community, the gathering of different sensibilities which, stimulated by the spirit of sharing, open, permeable and changeable,
maintains creation in constant movement, in this space which has been its home.
This Festival will be just that: the natural extension of this house.
And the fourteen concerts; the work commissioned to national authors, such as
Grilo, Mortágua, Sá Ribeiro and Trocado, and to european composers, such as Hristo
Goleminov; the partnerships between our community of musicians and projects
with which they identity, like Ensemble Robalo, or the artistic residencies, like Vazio
e o Octaedro, and the investment in youth, like Yudit Vidal, alongside the different
aesthetic propositions which come as a result, from more traditional Jazz to the
purest and freest improvisation, through contemporary music or paths laden with
groove, the interaction of local talent with gifted people, from other areas of the
country and abroad, eyes fixed on this edition, are just the annual achievement of
tall this militancy, the balance that serves to launch the future of a house which
insists on keeping “its doors open” and where “Da janela saem pássaros”.

FREE ENTRANCE

23 FRIDAY | 20:30
CONCHA ACÚSTICA

C o m p o s i ç ã o : MM

VESSEL TRIO
CD RELEASE

“Responde tu” is the title of the album which Vessel Trio and Carimbo Porta Jazz
release during this 11th Festival.

HERY PAZ | SAXOPHONE
JAVIER MORENO | DOUBLE BASS
MARCOS CAVALEIRO | DRUMS

The english word “Vessel” can be translated in more than one way, but as this is a
trio with a cuban musician and a spanish musician who live in New York, and a
portuguese musician, who first met each other in Central America, we can chance
the word ship. Saxophone player and visual artist Hery Paz and double bassist Javier
Moreno are two renowned and integral musicians in the New York jazz scene, and
alongside renowned and exquisite drummer Marcos Cavaleiro, they take the helm
of this huge ship which always leads us to a safe harbour, in this beautiful and
organix musical voyage. The destination is yours to choose, and the album’s title is
“Responde Tu”.

© Ad r iana M e lo

CORETO TOCA
SÁ RIBEIRO/
GRILO/
MORTÁGUA/
TROCADO
A sort of “military arm” of the Association, and formed by twelve members of the
new generation of musicians attached to the city of Porto, the Bandstand is a true
laboratory of musical composition and experimentation, a formation which allows
for the practice of some principles and propositions that make up some of the
Porta-Jazz main guidelines.

JOÃO PEDRO BRANDÃO | ALTO SAX
& FLUTE
JOSÉ PEDRO COELHO | TENOR SAX
& SOPRANO SAX
HUGO CIRÍACO | TENOR SAX
RUI TEIXEIRA | BARITONE SAX &
BASS CLARINET

It intends, much as the Association which promoted its genesis in 2010, “to be a
pole of convergence of musicians and different bodies, creating partnerships,
promoting exchange” which contribute for the “development of original and
creative projects which will guarantee an ever increasing artistic quality in the city’s
Jazz activities”.

RICARDO FORMOSO | TRUMPET &
FLUGHELHORN
SUSANA SANTOS SILVA | TRUMPET
DANIEL DIAS | TROMBONE

JOSÉ MARRUCHO | DRUMS

It was therefore natural that this collective would have recorded or played in
basically all four records that it has released thus far, music by its members Ap, João
Pedro Brandão, José Pedro Coelho, Rui Teixeira and Susana Santos Silva, besides
composers in our community such as João Guimarães, Filipe Lopes, Tomás Marques
or Paulo Perfeito and by international composers such as Ohad Talmor and Torbjorn
Zetterberg, having become one of the more important national bands, for the
artistic relevance due to the ecognition which it has both domestically and beyond
our borders.

RITA MARIA | VOICE

In this edition of the Porta-Jazz festival, the Bandstand will showcase pieces written
expressly by Catarina Sá Ribeiro; João Mortágua; João Grilo and Nuno Trocado.

ANDREIA SANTOS | TROMBONE
AP | GUITAR
HUGO RARO | PIANO
JOSÉ CARLOS BARBOSA |
DOUBLE BASS

Four musicians trained in Porto who, besides having their own important creative
voices, representative of the diversity of Jazz in Porto, move in different areas, which
while covering disciplines such as improvised music, contemporary composition or
the interaction with other artistic expressions, are given very different approaches.

24 SATURDAY | 11:00
LAGO DOS CAVALINHOS

© Dinis S ot tomayor

FILIPE
TEIXEIRA TRIO
TAO

Filipe Teixeira is an expert double bassist from Porto, who has lent his talent to
singular projects such as Espécie de Trio, Baba Mongol or Low Budget Research
Kitchen and accompanied groups led by names like Diogo Vida and Renato Dias and
Luís Lapa.

FILIPE TEIXEIRA | DOUBLE BASS &
COMPOSITION
ACÁCIO SALERO | DRUMS
RUI TEIXEIRA | ALTO SAX

In 2015, he debuted this trio with the recording of “Páginas” , his first original
record, where highlights are his writing and the fluency of the group.
“Tao”, a chinese word usually translate as “the way” of “the path” and that according
to taoist thought represents the undifferentiated unity of all which exists, as well as
the continuous process of transformations which occur in it, is the title of the second
album by the trio which he leads, and the last edition on the Carimbo Porta-Jazz, in
2019.
A record in which the writing and interpretation process were thought out so as to
reflect the spontaneous dynamic of the “ten thousand things” that exist in that
single multiplicity.
Here are manifested the Yin, Rui Teixeira on alto saxophone; the Yang, Acácio Salero
on drums and the S of Filipe Teixeira on double bass.

Composição: MM

VAZIO E O
OCTAEDRO

Musical projects in residency happen regularly and are one of the goals which Porta
Jazz is always ready to fulfil. They end up as records, concerts in halls or in the
Festival.

JOSUÉ SANTOS | SAXOPHONE &
COMPOSITION
HRISTO GOLEMINOV | SAXOPHONE
AFONSO SILVA | SAXOPHONE

In this 11th festival we showcase the result of another residency, this time coordinated and led by the duo of Gianni Narduzzi and Josué Santos, who alongside a sax
player, a drum and a string quartet breathe life into this “Vazio e o Octaedro”.

GIANNI NARDUZZI | DOUBLE BASS
& COMPOSITION
JOÃO CARDITA | DRUMS

In the author’s words:
“The universe of Vazio e o Octaedro is born from a moment when silence occupies all
the spaces which were once filled by people and ideas. In an attempt to counteract
these absences, Gianni and Josué decide to start building something together,
something solid and balanced, from opposite ends but following the same rhythm
and the same direction. It's within this line of thought that they decide to add to a
jazz quartet, which needs a harmonic instrument, a string quartet, which gives it
that support and verticality. With all sides, vertices and edges complete and all the
previously empty spaces occupied, they start missing the silence. So they decided to
recover it and immediately realise that, both the silence and the octahedron only
make sense when they not only coexist but also cooperate.”

ALICE ABREU | VIOLIN
BEATRIZ ROLA | VIOLIN
RITA PROENÇA | VIOLA
MANUELA FERRÃO | CELLO

24 SATURDAY | 17:00
LAGO DOS CAVALINHOS

Composição: MM

ENSEMBLE
ROBALO/
PORTA-JAZZ

Robalo appeared in 2016 in Lisbon, on the initiative of musicians very close to Porta
Jazz - double bassist Demian Cabaud and trumpet player Gonçalo Marques - with
the goal of creating a platform where they could release their work and that of other
musicians with related aesthetics (between the mainstream and extreme experimentalism).

GONÇALO MARQUES | TRUMPET
JOANA RAQUEL | VOICE
HUGO CALDEIRA | TROMBONE
JOÃO CARREIRO | GUITAR
DEMIAN CABAUD | DOUBLE BASS

Initially a label, Robalo took firm steps to become a structure which supports and
plays a relevant role in the different sides of artistic activity for a new generation of
Lisbon jazz.

JOÃO PEREIRA | DRUMS

It began to produce festivals which are today a reference in the capital, and in 202 it
took the shape of an association, so as to consolidate its support for a community of
young musicians who have taken militant part in its activities, somewhat in the
image of Porta-Jazz.
The resulting Ensemble from this collaboration is for that reason another facet of
the continuous partnership which naturally exists between both associations,
giving shape to the willingness these two communities have to interact and mutually enrich each other.

© Ad r iana M e l o

NUNO CAMPOS
TACATARINATEN

Born in Porto, in 1979, double bassist Nuno Campos spent a significant part of his
training and his artistic trajectory in Barcelona, where in 2009 he recorded his first
album - "My Debut for the Ones Close to Me” – for Jordi Pujol’s label, Fresh Sound
New Talent.

NUNO CAMPOS | DOUBLE BASS &
COMPOSITION
JOSÉ PEDRO COELHO | TENOR SAX
MIGUEL MEIRINHOS | PIANO
RICARDO COELHO | DRUMS

After several collaborations with musicians from the Catalonian city’s dynamic jazz
scene, such as Silvia Perez, Josep Maria Farràs, Jon Robles, Mathew Simon, Marco
Mezquida, Ramón Prats, Gonzalo del Val, Alex Frayle, Santi Colomer, Txema Riera,
Rafa Madagascar, Jordi Santanach, Matteo Sacilotto, Rafael Lechowski or Els
Cremats, among many others, he returned to his native city to give his contribution
towards the city’s enrichment.
Released in 2020, “TaCatarinaTen” is Nuno Campos’s second album as composer and
leader of a project, and it synthesizes in an extremely emotional way all the life
experiences he has accumulated in a decade filled with changes and challenges.

24 SATURDAY | 20:30
CONCHA ACÚSTICA

© Jorge Carmona

MIGUEL
RODRIGUES
EMPA

The partnerships with other associations and national, as well as international
bodies have always been a significant part of Porta Jazz’s path, and an ever present
one.

MIGUEL RODRIGUES | DRUMS
DEMIAN CABAUD | DOUBLE BASS
JOSÉ DIOGO MARTINS | PIANO

Miguel Rodrigues and his “Empa” appears in our 11th Festival, showing his music
and also representing a part of the work developed by our partner from Viseu, the
Gira Sol Azul Association which released his first work.
Empa, the act of placing a rod which supports climbing plants. But what has this act
got to do with music? With miguel Rodrigues’s music, everything!
It is on this analogy with the act of “empar” that Miguel Rodrigues bases his description and the presentation of his first work as author and interpreter.
In his fist project with Demian Cabaud and José Diogo Martins the trio launches into
a constant act of freedom through musical creation in real time, in which it is
precisely improvisation that supports Empa’s music.

© R einou t B os

ENCOMENDA
A HRISTO
GOLEMINOV

HRISTO GOLEMINOV | TENOR SAX &
COMPOSITION
JOSÉ SOARES | ALTO SAX
SIEBREN SMINK | GUITAR
OMER GOVREEN | DOUBLE BASS

Hristo Goleminov was born in Porto and grew up in Espinho, where as a child he
began his musical training, and in his early twenties he already has an enviable
artistic and academic journey, which is based on classical music but has flowed into
jazz and the study of the dichotomy between improvisation and composition.
From being a regular presence among the audience of the Porta-Jazz festival to
being commissioned to share on the stage happened in the blink of an eye, such is
the potential of this musician born in 1997.

ILIA RAYSKIN | DRUMS

Accompanied by some of his favourite musicians from the Amsterdam music scene,
city where he has been living for around two years to complete another stage in his
academic studies, Hristo Goleminov saw in this challenge an opportunity to seek
space for the strong identities of each one of his partners in this formation, in a
repertoire clearly through-composed, both inspired in improvised music as in
baroque music.
His proposition is a sort of modern counterpoint: each piece is unfinished architecture, with doors and windows open to improvisation.

25 SUNDAY | 11:00
LAGO DOS CAVALINHOS
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HUGO RARO
CONNECTING
THE DOTS

Born in Porto in 1973, Hugo Raro is a gifted pianist, composer and one of the key
activists in the new Jazz scene in the city.

JOÃO MORTÁGUA | ALTO SAX
HUGO RARO | PIANO &
COMPOSITION

Be it through the multiplicity of musicians with whom he has collaborated, or
through his role in teaching the subject, or still in the several exceptional projects of
which he has been a part, such as Espécie de Trio, Baba Mongol, Low Budget
Research Kitchen, Quiabo, Torto, Coreto Porta-Jazz, Susana Santos Silva - Impermanence, Filipe Teixeira Quarteto, Rui Teixeira Group, Quinteto José Pedro Coelho or
Kiko + The Jazz Refugees, he has been a remarkable presence both on stages and
record production of note in the city in recent years.

JOSÉ CARLOS BARBOSA |
DOUBLE BASS
MARCOS CAVALEIRO | DRUMS

Released in late May of last year, “Connecting the dots” is his first album in his own
name, and if such a thing were necessary, the confirmation of his singular talent.
Seven great compositions for quartet in which “in a time of dormancy, of voluntary
servitude, of alienation, of quick and superficial consumption” Hugo Raro proposes
“a journey between memories and that which is yet to come, between fantasy and
reality, between the illusion of strolls through forests and castles and the comforting smell of wet earth, between the constant willingness to better ourselves and
knowing how to appreciate and value what has been achieved”.

© A f o n s o T r a fi c a n t e

YUDIT VIDAL
CANTO DAS
SEREIAS

The evolution of jazz and in jazz is a circular process, a never closing circle which
never stops. The youngest learn from the eldest, and thus solidify their trajectory
which will, when positive, eventually also influence the generation from which it
has learned.

YUDIT VIDAL | DOUBLE BASS,
COMPOSITION & VOICE
JOANA RAQUEL | VOICE
TERESINHA SARMENTO | VOICE
CATARINA RODRIGUES | PIANO

With this sinergy in mind, at the Porta-Jazz festival there is always room for younger
musicians, who are now beginning to show their work to the world.

GONÇALO RIBEIRO | DRUMS

In this 11th edition, this space is very well filled by Yudit Vidal and her “Canto das
Sereias” who are showcased here in the following form:
“Canto das sereias” is a programmatic jazz project composed by Yudit Vidal and
interpreted by Joana Raquel, Teresinha Sarmento, Catarina Rodrigues and Gonçalo
Ribeiro.
It is a musical telling of an intensely reflective process on equity, or lack thereof, in
our world, from which we attempt to reach the root of the problem.
It is a peaceful revolution which seeks justice for all beings through sounds from
different parts of the world, with the goal of harmonising our differences, just like
music does.
Will we achieve it?”

25 SUNDAY | 17:00
LAGO DOS CAVALINHOS
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JOÃO MARTINS
HUNDRED
MILLISECONDS

In a trajectory of around 20 years, the Ovar native drummer has been keeping some
of his experiments that never materialised, in a folder in his computer which he
called - “ideas, themes and related things”.

JOÃO MARTINS | DRUMS,
PERCUSSION & SYNTHS
FÁBIO ALMEIDA | ALTO SAX &
TENOR SAX

“HundredMilliseconds” came about from his growing need to breathe life into some
of that music.

GABRIEL NEVES | SOPRANO SAX &
TENOR SAX
NUNO TROCADO | ELECTRIC GUITAR
& EFFECTS

Exploring territories which are hard to categorize, somewhere between jazz, rock
and improvisation, chaos and silence, valuing above all “the first impressions” and
the way in which they persist in our memory, the project managed to resist several
postponements, and made it onto a record finally, in 2020, and is now ready to be
showcased live.

© Alexan dra Almeida

MAZAM
LAND

Mazam is João Mortágua’s new adventure, he who is one of the most stimulating
saxophone players in the contemporary jazz scene.

JOÃO MORTÁGUA | ALTO SAX &
SOPRANO SAX
CARLOS AZEVEDO | PIANO

In his now long trajectory, this talented musician and composer, born in Estarreja,
has explored the most diverse sides of Jazz and its relationships with many different
musical expressions. either erudite or popular in nature, either in larger or smaller
formations, always exploring in full the possibilities of each one of the projects he
has developed.

MIGUEL ÂNGELO | DOUBLE BASS
MÁRIO COSTA | DRUMS

This time it was the sound of a quartet with a piano, sustained by an emblematic
rhythm section, the starting point for Mazam and the work which having begun in
2019 came to fruition on record with “Land”, released in March 2020 on Carimbo
Porta-Jazz.
A record where writen music exists in total harmony with the most spontaneous
improvisation and which, due to the pandemic situation, saw its presentation on
the stage postponed, and now will materialize.

25 SUNDAY | 20:30
CONCHA ACÚSTICA

JOÃO PEDRO BRANDÃO | ALTO SAX,
SOPRANO SAX, FLUTE &
COMPOSITION
RICARDO MOREIRA | PIANO &
HAMMOND ORGAN
HUGO CARVALHAIS |
DOUBLE BASS
MARCOS CAVALEIRO | DRUMS

© Alexan dra Alme id a

JOÃO PEDRO
BRANDÃO
TRAMA NO
NAVIO

One of the main mentors of Porta-Jazz, João Pedro Brandão, who moves preferentially in the limbo between written music and free improvisation, gathers in this
project an unheard of group of musicians with strong and singular personalities.
“Trama no Navio” came forth from a challenge issued by the Matosinhos Jazz
Orchestra, by inviting some composers to write for the prestigious ensemble, with
the goal of scoring the Sergei Eisenstein film “The Battleship Potemkin”.
The task given to the saxophone player and composer - to write the music for part
two, “Drama on the decks” - was according to him “a challenging project, mostly
because of the film’s magnitude and of this part in particular, as it has a dense and
intense narrative, with an ending which is as dramatic as it is poetic”, and which
generated “the willingness to extend the challenge beyond the film” and “wanting
to reinterpret the music in the context of a smaller and therefore freer formation,
appropriating its narrative”, which culminated in recording what would be the last
record in the Porta-Jazz imprint, in 2020.
João Pedro Brandão confesses that “the choice of musicians was decisive for the
path taken by the project” and that with this quartet “the original music shed all
artifice, only the backbone remaining, which made a new Plot emerge”, which
allowed him to build a journey in his own universe, where new personal and
musical affinities have clearly emerged.
This live presentation of “Trama no Navio” will have the participation of Alexandra
Almeida, on music/video interaction

ANDRÉ B. SILVA | GUITAR &
COMPOSITION
AP | ELECTRIC GUITAR
EURICO COSTA | ELECTRIC GUITAR
VIRXÍLIO DA SILVA | ELECTRIC
GUITAR
FRANCISCO RUA | ELECTRIC GUITAR
JOÃO PÓSPERO | ELECTRIC BASS
DIOGO SILVA | DRUMS
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ANDRÉ SILVA
THE GUIT
KUNE DO

However much jazz is the root of guitarist and composer André B. Silva’s training,
it’s not his only point of departure, and least of all arrival.
Without having it collide with a more traditional vision of jazz, refined in the two
years he spent in the United States and expressed in André B. Silva 4tet, the way
in which his writing defies most dogmatic classifications, appropriating a series
of languages that have shaped popular music, to deconstruct them and incorporate them in original approaches, had already been expressed in the project The
Rite of Trio.
In his most recent adventure, he gathers five guitarists, a bass player and a
drummer to continue his search for sounds, formations and logic which are not
so often explored.
The result is The Guit Kune Do, an ode to his instrument, but also to the
mainstream rhythms of the late 20th century.
The influences of jazz, funk, hip-hop and rock are very present in their sound and
the counterpoint and addictive riffs that make the use of the five guitars a veritable auditive treat.

